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Introduction 
 

This relationship summary provides information regarding the nature of a retail client's relationship with 
Save Advisers LLC ("Save Advisers"), an investment adviser registered with the Unites States Securities 
and Exchange Commission ("SEC"). Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training but only 
indicates that Save Advisers has registered its business with the SEC. The information in this 
Relationship Summary has not been approved or verified by the SEC or by any other state securities 
authority. If you have any questions about the contents of this Brochure, please contact us at: (844) 940- 
Save, or by email at: support@joinsave.com. Brokerage and investment advisory services and fees 
differ, and it is important for the retail investor to understand the differences. 
Free and simple tools are available to research firms and financial professionals at lnvestor.gov/CRS, 
which also provides educational materials about broker-dealers, investment advisers, and investing. 

 

 
What investment services and advice can you provide me? 

 
Relationships & Services 

 
Save Advisers offers investment advisory services to retail investors. Save Advisers provides its 
clients with wealth management services through web-based algorithmically driven wrap-fee 
investment advisory programs (the "Save Advisory Services"). The Save Advisory Services offer our 
advisory clients' (each, a "Client') the choice of two wrap-fee investment advisory programs- the 
Save Advisers Market Savings Program (the " Market Savings Program"), and the Save Advisers 
Wealth Wrap Fee Program (the "Wealth Wrap Program” and collectively the "Wrap Fee 
Programs").Save Advisory Services are described in the Save Advisers Wrap Fee Programs 
Brochure. 

 
The core investment philosophy of Save Advisers is to generate stable returns for Clients’ Accounts 
across each of the retail banking products offered. These returns are created using market investments 
that do not require any Client outlay of capital, instead, utilize the economic value generated by those 
products (e.g. annual fees, interchange fees, interest, promotional incentives, fee rebates or other 
rebates) to directly benefit the Client Account in the form of investment capital. The Save Advisory 
Service customizes each Client's portfolio based on the individual risk tolerances of that Client. To 
execute that investment philosophy, each Wrap Fee Program utilizes a custom-structured private 
security, what Save Advisers refers to as a “strategy–linked security” to track a proprietary quantitatively 
driven strategy (collectively, the “Strategies”) developed by Save Advisers. As described more fully 
below, Save Advisers uses Quantitative Investment Strategy Techniques (“QISs”) to develop the 
Strategies. The investment goals of the Strategies are to maximize a portfolio’s expected return for a 
given amount of portfolio risk, equivalently, minimize risk for a given level of expected return, by 
selecting the proportions of various investment classes rather than selecting individual securities. Save 



Advisers uses QISs to develop various Strategies which utilize securities tracking investment classes 
(each, an “Investment Class”) in which to invest. Save Advisers will select an exchange traded fund 
(an “ETF”) or other security (collectively with ETFs, “underlyings”) to represent each Investment Class 
included within a Strategy. 

 
Each strategy–linked security and all cash balances in respect thereof will be maintained in a brokerage 
account at APEX Clearing Corporation (“APEX”), a member of the Financial Industry Regulatory 
Authority. Each Client will open a brokerage account at APEX pursuant to the Save Client Brokerage 
and Custody Agreement (the “Brokerage Agreement”). Additionally, for the Market Savings wrap fee 
program - an FDIC-insured deposit will be maintained in a Deposit Account at Webster Bank, N.A., 
Member FDIC. 

 
Currently, Save Advisers offers only taxable Client Accounts and not tax-deferred programs. However, 
Save Advisers designed the Strategies with the goal of delivering returns in a more tax-efficient manner 
than typical for the industry. By indexing the underlying strategies and using investment vehicles such 
as ETF’s and warrants, any rebalancing activity in the strategy does not incur a taxable event. 

 
As provided in our Advisory Agreement (the “Advisory Agreement”) each of our Clients grants Save 
Advisers discretionary authority to manage its Client assets in its account(s) (each, a “Client Account”). 

Client Accounts are monitored daily as a standard practice. Save Advisers offers limited investment 
offerings in its strategies. Save Advisers does not offer comprehensive financial planning or 
investment advice outside of offered suite of products. 

 
More detailed information can be found in Form ADV Part 2A, The Wrap Fee Program Brochure. 

 
What fees will I pay? 

 
Fees, Costs, Conflicts, and Standard of Conduct 

 

As described above, all Clients will participate in a Wrap Fee Program and will be charged a single fee 
for each respective service. Each Wrap Fee Program has an independent fee structure. 

 
Market Savings Wrap Program Wealth Wrap Program Referral and Bonus Program 

 
35 basis points (.35%)1 

 
79 basis points (.79%)1 

 
35 basis points (.35%)1 

1per year, calculated on a daily basis: wrap fee/365 (or 366 during a leap year). 
 

 
On each Wrap Fee Program, Clients will pay a wrap fee at the per annum rate indicated below on 
the notional amount of each strategy–linked security in a Client Account. Save Advisers’ wrap fee 
accrues daily and is computed based on the notional amount of each strategy–linked security in the 
Client’s Account. Notional amount refers to the value of the underlying asset of the investments 
controlled by the issuance of a specific strategy- linked security as opposed to the market value of 
the investment account itself, which will typically be far less than its notional amount. The notional 
value of strategy linked security is typically much higher than the market value.  There is a clear 
distinction: the notional value accounts for the total value of the position, while the market value is 
the price at which that position can be bought or sold in the market. 
 
The tables below show total wrap fees at various assumed strategy levels for each Wrap Fee 
Program. The examples are purely to illustrate the fee calculation. The actual fees on a Wrap Fee 
Program will be based on the actual notional amount of each strategy–linked security in the Client’s 
Account. The return on the strategy-linked security will be based on the increase, if any, of the 
Strategy level on its expiration date relative to the Strategy level on its investment date. 
 
Save Advisers does not charge interest on unpaid accrued fees.  

 
 



1. Market Savings Wrap Program 
 

On the Market Savings Wrap Program, Clients will pay a wrap fee at a rate of 35 basis points (0.35%) 
per annum (one basis point is 1/100 of 1%) on either 1.) the total notional amount of each strategy–
linked security or 2.) the total notional value of the Client Deposit Account (whichever is greater). 
Save Advisers may, to the extent that there is cash in a Client Account, accrue fees in the Client 
Account on a prorated daily basis (.35% / 365 or 366 during a leap year) and deduct those accrued fees 
no later than the tenth business day of the following month.  Any unpaid amounts will remain payable 
until there is sufficient cash or the scheduled maturity of the Program.  To the extent the investment 
returns in the Client Account are less than or equal to 0.35% per annum at the time of maturity, then 
no wrap fee will be charged to the Client, and any accrued fees that were paid to Save Advisers 
over the course of the term, will be returned via rebate to the customer.  Wrap fees will only be 
charged to the Client when returns at maturity are greater than 0.35% (“Positive Net Performance”). 

 
As an example, assuming an initial investment of $10,000 in a Save Market Savings account 
Program and a 1 to 1 deposit amount to investment value ratio, the notional value of the strategy-
linked security would be $10,000. Each day, the daily fee computation would be based on 0.35%/365 
(or 366 for leap years) * $10,000.  Note that the amount of each investment in a strategy-linked security 
may vary, and is dependent on prevailing market interest rates. 

 
The following table shows total wrap fees per annum at various assumed Strategy levels for an 
example Program with a scheduled maturity of one year assuming an initial investment of $10,000 
and 1 to 1 deposit amount to investment value ratio. 

 
 

                 
1  The fee rebate feature means that for each Program, Save Advisers takes a wrap fee only if you receive positive net 
performance from your Program. See “Fee Rebate” below. 
2 The effect of the fee rebate program is that Clients may receive a lower net of fee return at higher levels of 
gross Program returns. See “Fee Rebate” below. 
 
 

Varying Terms of Maturity 
As an example, assuming an initial investment of $10,000 in a Save Market Savings account 
Program and a 1 to 1 deposit amount to investment value ratio, the initial notional amount of the 
strategy-linked security would be $10,000. Each day, the daily fee computation would be based on 
0.35%/365 (or 366 for leap years) * $10,000. 

 
The following tables (Table 1 & Table 2) show examples of hypothetical returns for the Market 
Savings Program at various terms of maturity, inclusive of wrap fee calculations and potential fee 
rebate scenarios per annum.  For example, purposes only, below outlines different Market Savings 
Programs with scheduled maturities of one (1), two (2), and five (5) years, assuming an initial 
investment of $10,000. 

Initial Investment

Assumed 
Strategy 

Performance (per 
annum)

Strategy-Linked 
Security Notional Value 

at Maturity
Wrap Fee

Client Account 
Return (net of wrap 

fee)

$10,000 -4.00% $0 $0 1 $0 1

$10,000 -3.00% $0 $0 1 $0 1

$10,000 -2.00% $0 $0 1 $0 1

$10,000 -1.00% $0 $0 1 $0 1

$10,000 0.00% $0 $0 1 $0 1

$10,000 0.35% $10,035.00 $0 1 $35.00 1

$10,000 0.36% $10,036.00 $35.13 $0.87 2

$10,000 1.00% $10,100.00 $35.35 $64.65 

$10,000 2.00% $10,200.00 $35.70 $164.30 

$10,000 3.00% $10,300.00 $36.05 $263.95 

$10,000 4.00% $10,400.00 $36.40 $363.60 



Table 1:  No Fee Rebate.  Market returns in excess of 35 basis points in each term example. 
 

 
Table 2: Fee Rebate examples.  One (1) and Five (5) year maturities credit the customer fee rebates due 
to lack of returns on the investment.   
 

 

Term Year

Beginning 
Investment
 (Deposit 
Amount)

Gross Strategy-
Linked Security 
Notional Value: 

Annual Carryover
 (Inclusive of 
initial Deposit 

and any previous 
years returns)

Assumed 
Strategy 

Performanc
e %

Gross Annual 
Return Value 

$

Gross Strategy- 
Linked Security 

Value
 (End of year)

Wrap Fee 
Accrual 1

 (Calculated on 
the average 
daily client 

account value 
up to maturity)

Wrap Fee 
Rebate

 (If total 
return from 
inception is 
less than or 
equal to 35 

basis points, 
credited at 
maturity)

Client Account 
Return at 
Maturity

 (Net of wrap 
fees / wrap fee 

rebate)

Final Client 
Return % 

(Net of wrap 
fees / wrap 
fee rebate)

Final Client 
Program Value

 (Deposit + 
returns; net of 

wrap fees / wrap 
fee rebate.  

Equal to initial 
deposit if return 

0% or less)

1 Year 
Maturity 1 $10,000 6.75% 675.00 $10,675.00 ($36.18) $0.00 $638.82 6.39% $10,638.82

1 $10,000 6.75% 675.00 $10,675.00 ($36.18)

2 $10,675.00 -2.00% (213.50) $10,461.50 ($36.99) $0.00 $388.33 3.88% $10,388.33

1 $10,000 6.75% 675.00 $10,675.00 ($36.18)

2 $10,675.00 -2.00% (213.50) $10,461.50 ($36.99)

3 $10,461.50 9.00% 941.54 $11,403.04 ($38.26)

4 $11,403.04 -1.75% (199.55) $11,203.48 ($39.56)

5 $11,203.48 4.25% 476.15 $11,679.63 ($40.05) $0.00 $1,488.59 14.89% $11,488.59

2 Year 
Maturity

5 Year 
Maturity

Term Year

Beginning 
Investment

 (Deposit Amount)

Gross Strategy-
Linked Security 
Notional Value: 

Annual Carryover

 (Inclusive of initial 
Deposit and any 
previous years 

returns)

Assumed 
Strategy 

Performance 
%

Gross Annual 
Return Value $

Gross Strategy- 
Linked Security 

Value
 (End of year)

Wrap Fee Accrual 1

 (Calculated on the 
average daily client 
account value up to 

maturity)

Wrap Fee Rebate

 (If total return 
from inception is 
less than or equal 
to 35 basis points, 

credited at 
maturity)

Client Account 
Return at 
Maturity

 (Net of wrap 
fees / wrap fee 

rebate)

Final Client 
Return %

 
(Net of wrap 

fees / wrap fee 
rebate)

Final Client 
Program Value

 
(Deposit + returns; 
net of wrap fees / 
wrap fee rebate.  
Equal to initial 

deposit if return 0% 
or less)

1 Year 
Maturity 1 $10,000 -3.25% (325.00) $9,675.00 ($34.43) $34.43 ($325.00) -3.25% $10,000.00 1

1 $10,000 -3.25% (325.00) $9,675.00 ($34.43)

2 $9,675.00 9.00% 870.75 $10,545.75 ($35.39) $0.00 $475.93 4.76% $10,475.93

1 $10,000 -3.25% (325.00) $9,675.00 ($34.43)

2 $9,675.00 9.00% 870.75 $10,545.75 ($35.39)

3 $10,545.75 -4.00% (421.83) $10,123.92 ($36.17)

4 $10,123.92 2.00% 202.48 $10,326.40 ($35.79)

5 $10,326.40 -3.00% (309.79) $10,016.61 ($35.60) 177.35 3 $16.61 0.17% $10,016.61 1

2 Year 
Maturity

5 Year 
Maturity



 
 

The above examples are hypothetical and purely to illustrate the fee calculation.  
Wrap fees are computed with respect to each Program separately (i.e., returns on multiple 
Programs are not aggregated for purposes of determining the returns for purposes of the 
fee rebate program). 

 

Wrap Fee Accrual and Deductions.  Save Advisers may, to the extent that there is cash in a 
Client Account, accrue fees on a daily basis and deduct accrued fees from the Client Account no 
later than the tenth business day of the following month, and any unpaid amounts will remain 
payable until there is sufficient cash or the scheduled maturity of the Program.  Any uncollected 
wrap fees related to a given Program will be deducted from the Client Account no later than 
the tenth business day following the maturity of that Program. 

 
 

Cost associated with early withdrawal prior to maturity: Clients who choose to withdrawal 
deposited funds associated with any given strategy-linked security prior to the maturity of that 
investment, will be responsible for the early withdrawal trade closure costs associated with 
such early withdrawal, including but not limited to the prorated Wrap Fees, and trade 
closure costs associated with unwinding the strategy-linked security prior to maturity.  
Trade Closure Costs will vary based on the maturity term originally selected.  The following table 
illustrates these costs for each term of maturity.  These calculations are approximate, and the 
percentages associated with trade closure costs can be variable dependent on Federal Funds 
rate changes, and what the rates are at the time of account opening and subsequent purchase 
of a strategy-linked security.   
 
The below examples are hypothetical and purely to illustrate the approximate trade 
closure costs associated with early withdrawal from an investment program.   

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Note:  Due to the fact that there was no return on the strategy‐linked security at the time that both the 1 Year Maturity and 5 Year term investments in Table 2 matured, Save 

issued a rebate credit in the customers Client Account post maturity to account for any accrued fee debits that SAVE may have deducted throughout the term of the invesment.

1  The fee rebate feature means that for each Program, Save Advisers takes a wrap fee only if you receive positive net performance from your Program. See “Fee Rebate” 

below.

2  The effect of the fee rebate program is that Clients may receive a lower net of fee return at higher levels of gross Program returns. See “Fee Rebate” below.

3 Wrap Fee Rebate credit, equal to the total of all accrued fees collected by Save over the term of the investment.  Credit to customers when returns or less than or equal to 

zero ($0)   ("Wrap Fee Accrual" column.)

Early withdrawal 

trade closure costs 
(Approximate)

Wrap fee
 (duration 

total, based 

on 35 bps per 

annum)

Program 

Duration in 

days
(Calendar Days 

/ Leap year 

calendar days)

Early withdrawal trade closure calculation
(calculated on the value of the initial deposit)

Prorated Wrap fee calculation
(calculated on the greater of 1. The notional value of the investment or 

2. the value of the initial deposit)

Fed Funds Rate + 50 bps 0.3500% 365 / 366 [(Fed Funds Rate + 50 bps)  *   [Remaining Duration] / [Program Duration]  (35 bps/365 or 366 days * number of days since trade execution)] 

Fed Funds Rate + 75 bps 0.7000% 730 / 731 [(Fed Funds Rate + 50 bps)  *   [Remaining Duration] / [Program Duration]  (35 bps/365 or 366 days * number of days since trade execution)] 

Fed Funds Rate + 100 bps 1.7500% 1825 / 1827 [(Fed Funds Rate + 50 bps)  *   [Remaining Duration] / [Program Duration]  (35 bps/365 or 366 days * number of days since trade execution)] 



2. Wealth Wrap Program 
 

On the Wealth Wrap Program, Clients will pay a wrap fee at a rate of 79 basis points (0.79%) per 
annum on the notional amount of each strategy–linked security associated with Wealth Program 
spend in a Client Account (one basis point is 1/100 of 1%) presuming positive investment returns in 
the Client Account greater than 0.79% per annum due to the fee rebate feature in the Client Account. 
To the extent the investment returns in the Client Account are less than or equal to 0.79% per 
annum, then no wrap fee will be charged to the Client. 

 
As an example, assuming a spend of $2,000 in a given month using the Wealth Card, the notional 
amount of the strategy-linked security credited to the Client Account would be approximately $4,000 
(based on an average approximate notional multiplier of 2x for the Wealth Wrap Program. Actual 
multiplier may vary based on strategy level features) Each day, the daily fee computation would be 
based on 0.79%/365 (or 366 for leap years) * 
 
The following table shows total wrap fees per annum at various assumed Strategy levels assuming 
a qualified spend of $2,000 for a single month at inception and an initial Strategy level of 150. 

 
Assumed 
Strategy level in 
one-year 

Notional Amount 
of strategy-linked 
security 

Assumed 
Strategy 
Performance (per 
annum) 

Strategy-Linked 
Security Value at 
Maturity 

Wrap Fee Client Account 
Return (net of 
wrap fee) 

144.00 $4000 -6.0% $0 $01 $01 

145.50 $4000 -5.0% $0 $01 $01 

147.00 $4000 -2.0% $0 $01 $01 

148.50 $4000 -1.0% $0 $01 $01 

150.00 $4000 0.0% $0 $01 $01 

150.90 $4000 +0.79% $4031.60 $01 $31.601 

151.50 $4000 +1.0% $4,040.00 $31.60 $8.402 

153.00 $4000 +2.0% $4,080.00 $31.60 $48.40 
154.50 $4000 +5.0% $4,200.00 $31.60 $168.40 
156.00 $4000 +6.0% $4,240.00 $31.60 $208.40 

1 The fee rebate feature means that for each strategy-linked security, Save Advisers takes a wrap fee only if 
you receive positive net performance from your strategy-linked security. See “Fee Rebate” below. 
2 The effect of the fee rebate program is that Clients may receive a lower net of fee return at higher levels of 
gross strategy-linked security returns. See “Fee Rebate” below. 

 
The above examples are hypothetical and purely to illustrate the fee calculation. 

 
The wrap fees are computed with respect to each strategy-linked security separately (i.e., 

returns on multiple strategy-linked securities are not aggregated for purposes of determining the 
returns for purposes of the fee rebate program). 

 
The wrap fee related to a given strategy-linked security credited under the Wealth Wrap Program 
will be deducted from the Client Account no later than the tenth business day following the maturity 
of that strategy-linked security.Save Advisers may, to the extent that there is cash in a Client 
Account, deduct accrued fees on a monthly basis no later than the tenth business day of the 
following month and any unpaid amounts will remain payable until there is sufficient cash or the 
scheduled maturity of the strategy-linked security. 

 
3. Referral and Bonus Wrap Fee Program 

 
Wrap fees applicable to any strategy-linked security that has been credited as part of the referral or 
bonus program will be computed separately, but in the same manner applicable to each of the three 
programs outlined above (Market Savings and Wealth), at a rate of .35 basis points (0.35%) per 
annum on the notional amount of each strategy– linked security associated with the referral and/or 
bonus program/s. 

 
To the extent the investment returns on strategy-linked securities associated directly with the referral 
or bonus programs are less than or equal to 0.35% per annum, then no wrap fee will be charged to 
the Client. 



 
4. Fee Rebates 

 
Save Advisers will automatically rebate 100% of the wrap fee for any Wrap Fee Program in 
accordance with the following: 

 
 For the Market Savings Wrap Program; if at the scheduled maturity of a given Program 

deduction of the wrap fee (whether or not previously paid) for that Program would reduce 
the maturity proceeds below the Client’s initial investment in that Program. This rebate 
feature means that for each Program under the Market Savings Wrap Program, Save 
Advisers takes a fee only if you receive positive net performance from that Program. 

 
 For the Wealth Wrap Program; if at the scheduled maturity of a given strategy- linked 

security, deduction of the wrap fee (whether or not previously paid) for that strategy-linked 
security would yield a return of zero or less. This rebate feature means that for each 
strategy-linked security credited under the Wealth Wrap Program, Save Advisers 
takes a fee only if you receive positive net performance from that strategy-
linked security. 

 
 For the Referral and Bonus Wrap Program; if at the scheduled maturity of a given strategy-

linked security associated with the Referral or Bonus Programs, deduction of the wrap fee 
(whether or not previously paid) for that strategy-linked security would yield a return of zero 
or less. This rebate feature means that for each strategy-linked security credited 
under the Referral and Bonus Wrap Program, Save Advisers takes a fee only if you 
receive positive net performance from that strategy-linked security. 

 
 

All Clients are automatically enrolled in the Save Advisers fee rebate program. Save Advisers may 
discontinue the fee rebate program for all Clients at any time, provided that written notice of any such 
discontinuation will be provided to Clients prior to its effectiveness pursuant to their investment 
management agreement. However, the fee rebate will continue for each strategy-linked security in 
the Client Account on the date of announcement of the discontinuation of the rebate program. 

 
Note that the effect of the fee rebate program is that a Client receives the initial gross return on a 
strategy-linked security up to the total wrap fee without paying the wrap fee. If returns on a strategy-
linked security are less than or equal to the total wrap fee, then no wrap fee will be charged to the 
client. This means that Clients may receive a lower net of fee return at higher levels of gross returns 
because of the fee rebate program. 

 
The fee rebate program will operate in the same fashion on each strategy-linked security credited as 
part of the referral program; however, the wrap fee will be computed using the fee rate applicable to 
the Market Savings Wrap Program as described in Item 5. 

 
Save Advisers reserves the right to refund all or a portion of its investment fees in other ways 
provided that it will provide written notice to the Client prior to effectiveness of any such refund. Save 
Advisers may also reduce or waive its fees for some Clients without notice to, or without a fee 
adjustment for other Clients. 

 
5. Other Account Fees 

 
In addition to any annual fees and wrap fees, Clients may also indirectly pay other fees or expenses 
to third parties unaffiliated with Save Advisers. 

 
The strategy–linked security in each Wrap Fee Program tracks a Strategy, which, in turn, is computed 
based on the levels of various underlyings representing the relevant Investment Classes selected 
for the related Strategy based on the QISs. When a Strategy uses ETFs as underlyings to represent 
Investment Classes, ETFs charge fees and expenses. These fees and expenses will affect Clients’ 
returns. For instance, an ETF typically includes embedded expenses that may reduce the fund's net 



asset value and therefore, directly affect the fund's performance and indirectly affect the Strategy’s 
performance (and therefore the strategy-linked security’s performance). Expenses of an ETF may 
include management fees, custodian fees, brokerage commissions, and legal 

and accounting fees. These expenses may change from time to time at the sole discretion of the ETF 
issuer. 

 
In addition, the counterparty issuing the strategy-linked securities will imbed a profit in each strategy-
linked security. See Item 12 for a description of Save Advisers’ best execution policies. Save 
Advisers does not charge these fees to Clients, nor does it benefit directly or indirectly from any such 
fees. Save Advisers will post on the Site information about the Strategies and each Investment 
Class. 

 
Clients may pay fees, costs or other charges of the Transactional Account Bank or otherwise 
associated with the Wealth Card. Save Advisers will receive none of these amounts. 

 
A Client’s use of the Wealth Card generates certain transactional cash flow (interchange), which the 
Transactional Account Bank will remit to Save. Save intends to use all of this cash flow (net of direct 
costs of the Wealth Card program, including direct costs paid to the Transactional Account Bank) for 
Clients’ benefit. Clients will be charged $5.00 to help defray the costs of manufacturing, mailing and 
packaging of the Wealth Card; Save Advisers will remit the full amount to the Wealth Card 
manufacturer. Save Advisers will not retain this amount. 

 
6. No Other Fees 

 
Save Advisers puts Clients’ interests first. Outside of the Program Cost Obligation outlined in Item 
4, Section B.1 above that is utilized in its entirety for the purchase of the strategy-linked security on 
behalf of the customer, Save Advisers and its supervised persons will not accept compensation for 
any transactions in securities, or any other investment product, including asset-based sales charges 
or service fees. Further, Save Advisers will neither retain nor pay any compensation to a Bank 
Partner for Clients that utilize the Save Advisory Service. Aside from the direct costs of the Wealth 
Card program described above, Save Advisers will neither retain nor pay any compensation to a 
Transactional Account Bank for Clients that utilize the Save Advisory Service. Our Code of Ethics, 
as described below, prevents Save Advisers from retaining or paying these types of compensation. 

 
7. Item 6. Performance-Based Fees and Side-by-Side Management 

 
Save Advisers does not charge performance-based fees. Clients are only charged a wrap fee as 
disclosed in Item 5 above. 

 
What are your legal obligations to me when acting as my investment 
adviser? How else does your firm make money and what conflicts of 
interest do you have? 

 
When we act as your investment adviser, we must act in your best interest and not put our interest ahead 
of yours. At the same time, the way we make money creates some conflicts with your interests. You should 
understand and ask us about these conflicts because they can affect the investment advice, we provide 
you. Here are some examples to help you understand what this means. 

 
Save Advisers expects from time to time to run promotional campaigns to attract Clients to open Client 
Accounts on the Site. This includes the referral program pursuant to which Clients may invite friends, 
family, and others to open an account with Save Advisers and receive strategy-linked securities in the 
Client Accounts of the referring and/or the referred Clients. Clients receiving strategy- linked securities 
must accept the strategy-linked securities and may not elect cash or any other form of consideration. 

 
These arrangements may create an incentive for existing Clients to refer prospective Clients to Save 
Advisers. These arrangements may also create a conflict of interest for a Client to maintain its Client 
Account with Save Advisers if doing so would result in eligibility to receive an incentive, bonus or 



additional compensation. Note however that Clients are not charged any fee, nor do they incur any 
additional costs for being referred to Save Advisers through the referral program. Also see Item 8 for a 
of the risks of the referral program. 

 
Save Advisers may in its sole discretion discontinue (or not offer) the referral program in its entirety or 
partially, including without limitation by excluding specific Clients or groups of Clients. 

 
Save Advisers will partner with Bank Partners and Transactional Account Banks who will provide a link 
to the Site on their websites or otherwise. 

 
Save Advisers does not retain compensation from Bank Partners or Transactional Account Banks or 
pay any compensation to Bank Partners or Transactional Account Banks (aside from the direct costs 
of the Debit Card program described in Item 5) in connection with the above arrangements. 

 
For more detailed information on conflicts of interest, please see our Form ADV Part 2A. 

 
How do your financial professionals make money? 

 
Save Advisers puts Clients' interests first. Save Advisers and its supervised persons will not 
accept compensation for the sale of securities, FDIC-insured deposit instruments or any other 
investment product, including asset-based sales charges or service fees. Further, Save Advisers 
willneither receive nor pay any compensation to a Bank Partner for Clients that learn of the Save 
Advisory Service through the Bank Partner. Our Code of Ethics, as described below prevents Save 
Advisers from accepting these types of compensation. 

 
Our team is compensated on salary. We also have several incentives in place. Supervised persons 
receive non-cash compensation in the form of an ESOP based on total firm assets under 
management. Other personnel receive non-cash compensation in the form of an ESOP based on 
vested time served at the firm. Employees are permitted to participate in our referral program for 
referrals from their own network. 

 

Do you or your financial professionals have legal or disciplinary history? 

No. More information can be found at lnvestor.gov/CRS for free and simple search tool to research you 
and your financial professionals. 

 

Who can I contact regarding any questions or concerns regarding my 
relationship with Save? 

For more detailed information, please visit our website at www.joinsave.com . To request up- to-date 
information and a copy of the relationship summary you can reach us at 1-844-940-Save or 
support@joinsave.com 


